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INTERNATIONAL RELIEF ACTIONS IN NATURAL DISASTERS

PLANNING AND COORDINATION

Disaster Preparedness

1, As regards the work which has been done by the League of R9d Cross 
Societies since the XXth International Red Cross Conference, reference is 
made to Doc, No, G/2/1, This document will deal only with plans for the 
future,

2, On 19th December 1963 the United Nations General Assembly adopted 
unanimously Resolution No. 2435 [XXIII] entitled Assistance in cases of . 
natural disasters. The Resolution invites governments, which have not 
already done so, to make national preparations to meet natural disasters 
and urges the Secretary General in cooperation with the League of Red Cross 
Societies - among others - to consider ways of expanding the assistance to 
governments in this field, With reference' to the already well established 
cooperation with the U.N. Secretariat in New York and Geneva, the UNHCR, 
UNICEF and the Specialized Agencies (WHO, UNESCO, ,FAO, ITU etc.] the League 
will do its utmost to make this cooperation as wide as possible and render 
any service within its capacities. The important cooperation with other 
governmental and non-governmental organisations and institutions interested 
in disaster relief (Council of Europe, SIDA, ICVA, DAS, OAU, WCC, CRS etc.] 
will be continued and strengthened.

3, The League has collected information and documentation on national 
disaster services and existing plans in the form of laws, decrees etc. Based 
upon theso and recent experiences the League is preparing draft plans which 
will help National R.C. Societies to assist their governments in the prepara
tion of a national disaster relief plan. Special material will also be pre
pared in order to aid National R.C, Societies to set up thoir plans (national, 
regional and local], so they can carry out the responsibilities assigned to 
them in the national plans. One part of this material will be a standard form 
to be used in surveying the needs following a disaster,



4, One thing which is specifically mentioned in the U,N. Resolution 
No. 2435 is the development of warning systems. It is of the utmost 
importance that the population in danger areas can be warned in time of 
approaching danger. - The League is studying the different systems and 
ways of alerts and warnings to make the material available for the 
National R.C. Societies.

5, Some National R.C. Societies within the different areas of the 
world have available experienced personnel, both in planning and in 
operation of disaster reliof. The League will - within these areas and 
in cooperation with said National R.C. Societies - try to form study 
teams which can be placed at tho disposal of other societies in tho area 
at their request,

6, Through conferences, study centres and seminars (regional and 
national] tho League will assist National R.C, Societies in planning and 
organising disaster relief,

7, Governments and National R.C. Societies are responsible for the •- 
recruitment, selection and training of disaster relief personnel for 
service within their countries. Collected and analysed material on re
cruitment and selection will bo distributed to the National R.C. Societies. 
The League also intends to work out course schedules and programmes for 
different categories of Red Cross relief personnel as part of its assistance 
in this field.

8, For recruitment, selection and training of disaster reliof personnel 
for international service the League is relying upon close cooperation with 
the National R.C, Societies, It is necessary to work out standard require
ments as an aid to the societies when recruiting and selecting such person
nel, Their training must be the responsibility of tho societies, but the 
League will assist in working out training programmes and offer the services 
of special instructors in those subjects which are responsible and natural 
for the League to cover.

Training of liaison officers is the solo responsibility of tho League 
which will continue to follow the recommendations made in this field by its 
Relief Advisory Committee.

As a whole it can be said that recruitment and selection of the right 
personnel for disaster relief work and arranging for their proper training 
are some of the most important tasks facing the National R.C, Societies and 
tho League. By following up those tasks it will be possible to establish and 
maintain rosters of personnel for different kinds of relief services both at 
the National R.C. Societies and at the League.
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9. The population, particularly in probable danger areas, must be 
informed of what to do in cases of natural disasters. Very many lives 
can be saved during the first, most dangerous, phase of a disaster if 
those instructions have reached the population in such a way that they 
react upon them. The League will be glad to assist governments and 
National R.C. Societies with advice etc.

10. The League has, by tho help of interested National R.C. Societies, 
established disaster relief warehouses in seven ’’strategic" places in 
the disaster belt around tho world. It is important that National R.C. 
Societies continue to send non-perishable relief material to these ware
houses in order to reach a disaster area in as short a time as possible. 
Even more important is that National R.C. Societies themselves establish 
warehouses within their own countries. This will enable even faster aid 
and also make each society better prepared to receive relief material from 
abroad. The League will encourage the societies to do so,

11. The League has always dene its utmost to purchase relief material 
at lowest possible prices in places as close as possible to a disaster 
area. The experience gained through the last years will form the basis 
of an analysis of the possibilities to establish a world-wide purchasing 
network.

12. The possibilities of obtaining special facilities for the transport 
of Red Cress supplies (ocean freight, railways) similar to those already 
granted by IATA (Resolution No. 200 for air transport of relief supplies 
in case of disasters) from shipping and railway companies will bo examined 
by National R.C. Societies.

13. Governments in 93 countries have granted the following facilities, 
totally er in part, for tho Red Cross permanently or during disasters:

a) Free or reduced costs for travel

b) Free visas

c) Free or priority communications (postal, telegraph, telephone)

d) Right of transfer of funds

o) Exemption from customs and other duties on disaster relief material

It will be appreciated if also other governments and those being given 
only a limited number of facilities, upon request of their National R.C. 
Societies, will grant tho same.
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14, There are still a number of countries where a recognised Red Cross. 
Society does not exist. In some of these countries active committees and 
individuals are preparing the foundation of societies for the benefit of 
their populations. The delay is often due to formalities on governmental 
level (ratification of the Geneva Conventions, Parliament recognition of 
the society, government acceptance of statutes etc.]. The League wishes, 
with reference to U.N, Resolution No. 2034 (1965] para. 1 (b], to appeal to 
governments in such countries to do their utmost to create the basis required 
for the foundation of a National R.C. Society.

15, Assistance, advice and recommendations described above will, among 
other things, be contained in a Disaster Relief Handbook which is at present 
being prepared.

16, The League wants to emphasize that major efforts, also from governments, 
are still necessary in order to reach a satisfactory state of disaster pre
paredness. It implies planning on the national level, especially to clarify 
the division of responsibilities, the recruitment, selection and training of 
key personnel and stockpiling of equipment and relief material.

Jr needs the understanding, training and psychological preparation of 
the public, especially in probable disaster areas.

The Red Cross organization is willing to play its part in this work 
and to cooperate with governments, the United Nations Organization and other 
governmental and non-governmental organizations.

* ***** *
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